For Class- VI
English
Compose an acrostic poem on the given topic in your English notebook
Rollno 1 to 20
Classroom
Rollno 21 to 40
Teacher
Rollno 41 to 54
Blackboard
Do 20 pages of cursive handwriting in a four lined notebook
Read the novel „Little Women‟ and draw the picture of your favourite character from the lesson 1 to 5 in your English
notebook
Revise pre-mid term syllabus
G.K
Cut and paste at least two headline items from the newspaper every week under the headings given below
1. National News
2. International News
3. Sports News
(To be done in G.K notebook)
The 13th Century poet saint Gyandev created a chidren‟s game called “Moksha Patam”. The British later named it “Snakes
and ladders”.
Make an interesting and informative “snake and ladder” game on A4 Size sheet using some important rules on environmental
conservation. (Sheet to be pasted in G.K notebook)
Social Science
Roll No. 1 to 27 -Find out the names and pictures of the artificial satellites of India. Paste and label them in your notebook.
Roll No. 28 to 54 -Draw a map of India. Make a puzzle by using cutouts of states & capitals.(Use Cardboard)
Science
Bunk Junk: visit your nearby vegetable vendor and buy some vegetables and fruits to make your own healthy salads &
dishes, click pictures with your self made cuisines.
Revise Ch- 1 to 4 with diagrams
Search the advantages of Bio-degradable and non-Biodegradable garbage segregation, and maintain the record in
Science file
Maths
Learn table 2 to 20
Revise Ch- 1 and Ch- 4 for Pre Mid-term Exam
Draw the given topic on A-4 size sheet and paste it in your Maths notebook
Rollno 1 to 8
Differentiate between Area and Perimeters
Rollno 9 to 16 Types of Angles and their measure with the help of match Sticks
Rollno 17 to 24 Create any 4 patterns using Geometrical shapes
Rollno 25 to 32 Contribution of Maths in Daily life
Rollno 33 to 40 Collect information about the population of any 5 states of India. Arrange the population of these states in
ascending order. Write the population of the states in Indian and International system of Numeration.
Rollno 41 to 54 Record minimum and maximum temperature of 7 days from the newspaper and convert into Fehrenheit
(°F)
Rollno 49-54
To construct sector and segment in a circle
Drawing
VI A,B,C,D,E 1. Make two decorative Deeyas with A4 size sparkle sheet. 2 Make one party face mask
VI F,G,H,I 1 Make 10”X3” decorative candles with sparkle sheets 2. Make one decorative wall hanging with best out of
waste material
Computer
Revise L-1 (Advanced MS- Excel)
Draw:- Note:- Use A-3 or A-4 sheet or Chart paper
Rollno 1 to 20 Write syntax of functions of different category`
``
ies in MS-Excel
Rollno 21 to 40 Collect information or pictures on educational apps from newspaper or internet (Take help from Internet
and other resources).

Rollno 41 to Last Internet Security (Any diagram from computer workbook)

